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It is a source of the divine and of evil. It is

vulnerable and powerful. It is a filter of

light as well as its ultimate source. The eye,

wrote 20th century Spanish poet Juan Ed-

uardo Cirlot (citing the ancient Greeks),

“would not be able to see the sun if, in a

manner, it were not itself a sun.” The eye illuminates; to

see is “a spiritual act and symbolizes understanding.”

The eye — with its many meanings — makes repeated

appearances in the fantastical (and fantastic) paintings

of Didier William, currently the subject of a one-man

show, “Didier William: Things Like This Don’t Happen

Here,” at the James Fuentes gallery in Hollywood. Amid

otherworldly landscapes that seem to buzz with sen-

tience and pulse with electricity, William places mysteri-

ous, faceless figures whose skins consist of hundreds, if

not thousands, of eyes.

The eyes are a way for Black bodies to reflect the in-

tense scrutiny so often thrust upon them. “It’s a way for

the figures in my paintings to return 

“PLONJE (DIVE)” is part of Didier William’s show “Things Like This Don’t Happen Here” in Hollywood.
Evan Bedford James Fuentes

Supernatural plunge 
Didier William’s dazzling figures pulse with life, return curious gaze of viewers

CAROLINA A. MIRANDA

[SeeWilliam, E2]

“When Harry Met Sally”

(1989): Men and women

can’t just be friends.

“Platonic” (2023): Men

and women can just be

friends, even after unknow-

ingly snorting cocaine laced

with ketamine.

In the Apple TV+ series,

which premiered in May and

dropped its fifth episode on

Wednesday, Seth Rogen and

Rose Byrne play estranged

besties who rekindle their

friendship at pivotal junc-

tures in their lives. Sylvia

(Byrne) is a married mother 

They laugh it up as just friends

ESTRANGED best friends Sylvia (Rose Byrne) and Will (Seth Rogen) reconnect
at complicated stages in their lives in the L.A.-set Apple TV+ series “Platonic.”

Paul Sarkis Apple

Stars Rose Byrne and 
Seth Rogen talk about
disrupting relationship
dynamics in ‘Platonic.’

By Yvonne Villarreal

[See ‘Platonic,’ E6]

On Mon-

day, more

than a

month into

the writers’

strike,

SAG-

AFTRA

members

agreed that if the Alliance of

Motion Picture and Televi-

sion Producers fails to offer

them an acceptable new

contract by June 30, they too

will strike. Should that

happen before the WGA and

the AMPTP settle their

differences, it would be the

first time since 1960 writers

and actors have walked off

together, further disrupting

television and film produc-

tion.

It’s a rare though not

unforeseen situation. If

anyone in SAG-AFTRA

believes in ghosts, they

should be on the lookout for

the specter of a balding man

standing 5’ 7” with bulldog

shoulders, highly significant

eyebrows and a picket sign

reading, “I told you so.”

Ed Asner may have died

almost two years ago, but

for more than 40 years, he

repeatedly predicted the

very mess Hollywood finds

itself in now.

When actors walked out

in 1980, Asner, then-star of

“Lou Grant,” a successful

spinoff of his iconic role on

“The Mary Tyler Moore

Show,” became one of the

most prominent voices of

the strike. Like the one

Hollywood is currently

facing, it revolved, in large 

Ed Asner’s ghost is
raising his eyebrows 
MARY McNAMARA

[SeeAsner, E6]

Toxic showbiz?
‘Burn It Down’
Maureen Ryan, above,
takes industry to task
in book, giving voice to
voiceless, suggesting
ways to fix culture. E3

Comics ................... E4-5

Puzzles ...................... E4

RoGina Montgomery

Chris Licht, the belea-

guered chairman of CNN, is

stepping down, marking an

abrupt end to the execu-

tive’s rocky 13-month tenure.

The company an-

nounced his departure

Wednesday at its daily edito-

rial meeting. It marks a rap-

id and spectacular fall for

the executive leading the in-

fluential cable news chan-

nel.

David Zaslav, chief exe-

cutive of parent company

Warner Bros. Discovery,

called in to the meeting

shortly after informing Licht

of the decision. 

Zaslav told CNN staffers

that Licht’s job was “never

going to be easy” and said he

wished him well.

“For a number of reasons,

things didn’t work out and

that’s unfortunate,” Zaslav

said, according to a CNN re-

port. “It’s really unfortunate.

And ultimately that’s on me.

And I take full responsibility

for that.”

Zaslav told CNN employ-

ees the company would be

“conducting a wide search”

internally and externally for

the network’s new chief, a

process expected to take “a

while.”

Licht has been under in-

tense fire since last week,

when a lengthy Atlantic

magazine profile of Licht

outraged top executives

within the company, along

with the rank and file who

were already in a deep funk

over the network’s disas-

trous May 10 town hall with

former President Trump.

CNN’s prime-time ratings —

already in decline — have 

CNN
chief
ousted
after 13
months
Chris Licht was under
fire over a town hall
with Trump and a
profile in the Atlantic.

By Stephen Battaglio

[See Licht, E2]
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CLOSED CAPTION NON-STANDARD PRICING

Licht’s ouster became louder
in the last few days as top
CNN talent, including Jake
Tapper, Erin Burnett and
Anderson Cooper, made
their unhappiness with the
situation known to Zaslav,
according to people familiar
with the discussions. The re-
volt by news anchors was an
indication that Licht would
be unable to muster support
from his troops.

The communications
team that signed off on the
network’s participation in
the story followed Licht out
the door. 

Matt Dornic, who served
as CNN’s head of communi-
cations, and Kristine Coratti
Kelly, executive vice presi-
dent and global head of com-
munications, exited Wednes-
day, according to a person in-
side the network informed of
their status.

Licht came to CNN with
impressive credentials. 

He helped create “Morn-
ing Joe,” the MSNBC pro-
gram with Joe Scarborough
and Mika Brzezinski that is a
favorite of Beltway viewers.
He launched “CBS This
Morning,” which had a five-
year run of audience growth
until its star co-host Charlie
Rose was fired over alleged
sexual misconduct.

Licht was later assigned
at CBS to oversee “The Late
Show With Stephen Col-
bert,” which stumbled out of
the gate when it launched in
2015. The program — helped
by the emergence of Trump
— turned itself around and
became the most-watched
late-night comedy program
under Licht’s watch.

But Licht’s programming
acumen was not on display
at CNN. He never came up
with a plan to shore up prime
time, which lost viewers after
the forced departure of one
of its most popular hosts,
Chris Cuomo.

Licht chose to make a new
morning show his first pri-
ority. The decision was baf-

fling to some. The time pe-
riod has never been strong for
CNN because viewers who
are not looking for political
commentary in the morning
tend to choose broadcast TV
shows that incorporate local
traffic and weather.

Licht put together a team
of Don Lemon, Poppy Har-
low and relative newcomer
Collins, who covered the
White House for CNN, as co-
anchors for “CNN This Morn-
ing.” The trio failed to jell, and
Lemon, who does not thrive
in ensemble settings, was
fired after making sexist
comments about Republican
presidential candidate Nikki
Haley.

The ratings have flagged
for the program and only
Harlow remains at the an-
chor desk. Collins is taking
over the 9 p.m. hour in Sep-
tember.

Some insiders were
dumbfounded when Licht’s
team wanted to have “CNN
This Morning” re-air at 9 a.m.
Eastern for West Coast view-
ers, which meant the net-
work would have been on
tape at the start of the busi-
ness day. It was one of the few
ideas Licht was talked out of,
according to one former CNN
producer.

BUDGET CUTS

Licht was also forced to
enact budget cuts and layoffs
to help ease the financial
pressure on debt-ridden
Warner Bros. Discovery. But
his choice to end the use of
outside production compa-
nies for CNN Originals —
which turned out high-rated
programs that could draw
audiences and ad revenues in
repeats and on streaming
platforms — was considered
shortsighted.

Whoever takes the job of
running CNN in the long
term will have to help the
business adapt to a smaller
market of pay TV homes that
is diminishing due to cord-
cutting. CNN has a robust
digital news operation, but
the only way to watch its vi-
deo channel live is with a pay
TV subscription. 

The company launched a
direct-to-consumer stream-
ing service, CNN+, which of-
fered its own lineup of news
and talk programming. But
Warner Bros. Discovery exe-
cutives were concerned
about the cost of the startup
and shut it down shortly after
CNN became part of the
newly merged company.

Times staff writer Meg
James contributed to this
report.

Collins’ attempts to per-
form fact-checks in real time
have often proved futile. Crit-
ics said CNN should have
known better than to give
Trump a forum where it
would be impossible to filter
out misinformation.

Licht defended the deci-
sion to air the program,
praising Collins and insisting
the event was newsworthy
and important to carry. But
the harsh assessments of its
execution only escalated in
the following days.

Veteran CNN correspond-
ent Christiane Amanpour
publicly said she disagreed
with the decision to present
Trump in the format. When
many CNN journalists sup-
ported her remarks on social
media, it was a sign that
Licht had lost the confidence
of the newsroom.

‘MELTDOWN AT CNN’

With Licht already on
shaky ground, the Atlantic
published Alberta’s story Fri-
day under the headline “In-
side the Meltdown at CNN,”
which gave a detailed look at
Licht’s first year on the job.

Licht gave full cooper-
ation for the story, and Al-
berta had extraordinary ac-
cess during rehearsals for the
town hall and preparation of
the network’s failed morning
program, which was the 
first programming initiative
under Licht’s leadership.

The story reinforced the
perception of many CNN in-
siders that Licht did not
understand the culture of the
operation and appeared too
concerned with undoing the
work of Zucker, who allowed
more personality and opin-
ion on the network.

The story, which included
firsthand descriptions of
Licht working out with his
physical trainer, proved to be
a major embarrassment for
Licht, and insiders believed
his departure would be immi-
nent.

The drumbeats calling for

dropped 30% since the net-
work aired the Trump event,
a clear signal that it angered
the audience as well.

Licht expressed regret
Monday to staffers about the
Atlantic piece, by journalist
Tim Alberta, in which Licht
disparaged CNN coverage
under his popular prede-
cessor Jeff Zucker. The mag-
azine story portrayed Licht
as an isolated leader primari-
ly concerned with Zaslav’s
mandate that the network be
more hospitable to Republi-
cans and address the per-
ceived need to restore trust
with viewers.

Amy Entelis, a veteran TV
news executive most re-
cently in charge of the net-
work’s long-form content,
will be part of a transition
team that will find a succes-

sor for Licht. She is also con-
sidered a candidate herself in
the search.

Entelis will be joined on
the team by Virginia Moseley,
executive vice president in
charge of the network’s news
operation; Eric Sherling, exe-
cutive vice president of pro-
gramming; and David Leavy,
who was named chief op-
erating officer last week.

Many insiders took
Leavy’s appointment as a
sign that Licht’s days were
numbered. He was assigned
to oversee the network’s
business operations.

Licht’s departure comes
after a tumultuous period for
CNN that has been marked
by cost-cutting pressures,
programming missteps and
declining viewership.

His ouster is the latest
blow to Zaslav, who has con-
fronted a raft of controver-
sies since taking over as the
big boss overseeing CNN,
Warner Bros.’ film and TV
studios and HBO. 

Zaslav appointed Licht
with the notion that CNN
needed an overhaul. Zaslav
said publicly that the net-
work had swerved too far
into becoming a left-leaning
advocate and needed to be
more centrist in its approach
to the news.

Most insiders took that as
a mandate to put more Re-
publicans on the air as
guests. It was taken a step
further by giving former
President Trump — now a
candidate for the 2024 Re-
publican presidential nomi-
nation — a town hall forum.
Trump had been at war with
CNN since 2016 and had not
appeared for an interview
since.

But the town hall con-
ducted in New Hampshire
was the beginning of the end
for Licht.

CNN anchor Kaitlan
Collins questioned Trump
for 70 minutes in front of an
audience of Republican vot-
ers at St. Anselm College in
Goffstown. But the crowd
gave the event the atmos-
phere of a Trump rally as au-
dience members cheered the
candidate’s answers, even
when he disparaged E. Jean
Carroll, the woman who was
recently awarded $5 million
after a jury found Trump lia-
ble for sexually abusing her
in 1994.

Trump also repeated his
false claims that his 2020
election loss was “rigged”
and that then-Vice President
Mike Pence could have saved
him from defeat by not certi-
fying the election.

CNN
fires
Licht 
[Licht, from E1]

THE LAST STRAW for Chris Licht may have been
a magazine profile that led him to apologize to staff.

Jai Lennard

the curious gaze,” William
told me in an interview in
2018. “Not just with their
eyes, but with every square
inch of their skin.”

The eyes have other
purposes too. “They are like
apotropaic amulets warding
off the evil eye: an army of
ever-watchful, unblinking,
cyclopean eyes,” critic Zoé
Samudzi wrote in a short
monograph of William’s
work published in 2021.
“They are the materializa-
tion of an autonomous and
collectivized claiming of the
right to look.”

There is a lot going on in
the work of William, a Haiti-
born, Miami-raised artist

now based in Philadelphia.
His work first grabbed my
attention in the group show
“Relational Undercurrents:
Contemporary Art of the
Caribbean Archipelago” in
2018 at the Museum of Latin
American Art in Long
Beach. 

That exhibit featured his
2015 canvas “They play too
much, till we stop playin,” in
which one of his eye-covered
figures wrestles shadowy
appendages on a wooden
stage. Was it a body
wrestling unseen forces? Or
struggling against itself? It’s
hard to say, but the tussle
was engrossing.

Since then, I have stum-
bled upon his work in group

settings on a handful of
occasions, most recently in
“Forecast Form: Art in the
Caribbean Diaspora, 1990s-
Today” which was presented
at the Museum of Contem-
porary Art Chicago this year
(and will travel to the Insti-
tute of Contemporary Art
Boston in the fall).

Each time I’ve run into
William’s paintings, I’ve
been floored — not only by
the ways he uses imagery
but also by the careful craft-
ing of his pieces. 

The exhibition at James
Fuentes, which inaugurated
the New York-based gal-
lerist’s L.A. space last month
and is now in its final days,
provides an opportunity to

soak up a number of his
works in a single setting on
the West Coast. 

The solo show gathers 
14 new paintings that delve
into the otherworldly as well
as the biographical.

A large vertical canvas
titled “Plonje (Dive),” made
this year, shows three face-
less figures plunging into a
watery deep. It evokes the
ways in which the seas
around Haiti have served as
a graveyard to Africans and
their descendants, begin-
ning with the Middle Pas-
sage and continuing
through the perilous jour-
neys Haitians still make to
Florida today. But these
supernatural eye-covered

bodies slip through a body of
water that also has eyes. 

The scene evokes death,
but there is life as well. The
mystical nature of the fig-
ures reminds me of Drex-
ciya, the mythical world
devised by the Detroit musi-
cal group of the same name
— an underwater universe
peopled by the superhuman
descendants of enslaved
women whose bodies were
thrown from slave ships.

Another canvas, “I
Wanted Her to Kill Him, I
Know Why She Didn’t,” also
from 2023, is more personal.
It was inspired by the artist’s
mother, a restaurant worker
who contended with an
abusive boss. It shows a

figure blasting another with
rays of light inside an ab-
stracted room. The walls are
covered in a repeating pat-
tern of vèvè symbols, the
ritual designs employed in
Haitian Vodou. In this case,
a heart pattern evoking
Erzulie Dantor, a protective
maternal spirit.

From a distance, the
paintings swirl and seethe
with motion and bright
splashes of color. Particu-
larly memorable is a large
horizontal piece inspired by
an episode from William’s
childhood, when he was hit
by a car after chasing his dog
into a busy street.

“My Father’s Night-
mares: 40mph Hit” shows a
stand-in for the artist cata-
pulted into the air by the
force of the impact; in the
distance, his father waves
his arms helplessly. Binding
the scene together is a
thread of blue-white light
that connects the two fig-
ures but also seems to track
William’s motions through
time and space. Is it possible
for a car accident to be
hauntingly beautiful? This
one is.

Most remarkable, howev-
er, is the detail you’ll find
when you move in close.
William produces his paint-
ings on wood panel, and he
frequently carves the eye
patterns into the wood itself,
albeit very lightly. This gives
his eyes texture, but not in a
way that greatly interrupts
the surface of the picture. It
deepens a sense of illusion:
His figures are of the paint-
ing but not entirely of the
painting — inhabiting a
nether material state.

William likes to say he
“antagonizes paintings with
other mediums.” I’d venture
to say that “conjuring”
might be a better word, since
these are works that feel as if
they’ve been touched by a
little bit of magic.

“CURSED GROUNDS: They’ll Come for Us. They’ll Come From the Sky” is among Didier William’s works at the James Fuentes gallery. 
Evan Bedford James Fuentes

A dazzling, otherworldly plunge 
[William, from E1]

‘Didier William:

Things Like

This Don’t

Happen Here’

Where: James Fuentes,
5015 Melrose Ave.

When: Through June 17

Info: jamesfuentes.com
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What to See in New York Art Galleries This Week 
 

Didier William 
Through Nov. 19. Tiger Strikes Asteroid, 1329 Willoughby Avenue, No. 2A, Brooklyn; 
tigerstrikesasteroid.com. 

 

Didier William’s multifaceted collages “Peel Back Every Layer,” left, and “Two Dads.” Credit Tiger Strikes Asteroid 
 
In “Ma tante toya,” one of six incandescent panels making up Didier William’s supremely exciting 
show “We Will Win” at the artist-run space Tiger Strikes Asteroid in Bushwick, a figure at once 
ambiguous and unforgettable sits on a shadowy green-and-yellow bed, holding a machete point-down 
behind her leg so the glittering silver blade shines like a flashlight beam. The only features on the 
figure’s matte-black face are a couple of squiggly white eyes, but hundreds more eyes also cover her 
body, slipping over her shoulders like water, modeling her legs like scales, licking at her throat like 
flames. 

Technically, it’s all a collage: The figure is ink on paper, mounted on wood; the machete’s knobby 
handle, which protrudes from the piece’s surface, is fluid acrylic mixed with stucco; and the bed’s 



JAMES FUENTES 
 

 
 

drapery is colored paper marked with powdered charcoal. Those Argus eyes, whether they indicate an 
invisible spirit who sees all but says nothing, or simply a sensitive person constrained from expressing 
what she feels, are gouged right through the paper into the blank wood underneath like so many 
irrevocable wounds. 

But the complex way Mr. William uses color within each given segment — particularly the bone-black 
parsley leaves stamped onto the black paper background, which is also scored with rice-grain-size 
holes — means that it reads as a painting. It’s just a painting with a preternaturally suggestive texture. 

“Two Dads,” by the same token, is the daemon of a batik print, and “Rara,” a seven-and-a-half-foot-
long procession of staring, posing apparitions, also covered with eyes, seems constructed of moonlight 
and ash. 

WILL HEINRICH 

 


